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LET’S PUT PROGRAMS IN OUR MINDS.

THE IDEOLOGY OF GAMIFICATION.

CASE STUDY OF HABITRPG 

Jarosław Kopeć

This text explores and attempts to interpret gamification as a trend aiming at infilt-
rating society with the ideology of algorithmisation. Applications for gamification of
particular parts of everyday life (wealthiness, sex, work, habits) are employed as
cases for study. The main case, HabitRPG, is interpreted as gamification in its purest
form; therefore it stands as the core example for interpretation of gamification’s
ideology. 

Introduction

Gami'cation is a phenomenon deserving of critical approach as it becomes more and more

popular and is often discussed in an overtly positive manner. In the following text I make an

attempt to discuss and interpret it using certain methodological approaches based on Latour’s

(2005, 2009), Chun’s (2005) and Manovich’s (1999) writings about how humans and non-hu-

mans interact to build a common collective.

I see gami'cation as a dangerous phenomenon and I try to analyse its ideology. First, I recon-

struct basic concepts, which are important for my argument. Having done that, I proceed to

discuss particular cases of gami'cation, namely Endomondo, iKamasutra, Life is a Game, and the

main case, HabitRPG. In the 'nal remarks I tie my thoughts together and present my inter -



pretation of the phenomenon of gami'cation: gami'cation is about programming humans’

consciousnesses and is an aspect of the projection of computer ontology onto culture itself

(Manovich, 1999).

The ludic MM&As and what they all mean

Matthew Fuchs (2012) de'nes gami'cation as “penetration or in'ltration of social sectors” by

“game-design elements”. The best way to study this process is by studying the interfaces, be-

cause they are the places where games and players meet.

It is not so much computer hardware or the computer’s software, and to a dis -
putable amount only the user, that determines direction and pace of gamifica-
tion, but in the first instance the interfaces that mediate in between human
and machine (Fuchs, 2012).

The interfaces are the mediators between (wo)men and machines. Although Fuchs is referring

to videogames, his concepts are also usable when describing systems closer to other kinds of

games. In this text I will not go deeper into this issue but will limit myself to cases from the

audiovisual segment of games.

Fuchs understands interfaces as material objects used for communicating with machines,

such as gamepads, keyboards, or cameras used for tracking a player’s movement. But he also

notes that “playfulness can never be owned by the object alone”. He uses the example of LEGO

bricks thrown in front of a person in an Egyptian temple in 2000 BC, imagining that such a

person would do something entirely di>erent with them than a child from the 1970s in the

USA. To make this example closer to the videogames he discusses, we can replace LEGO bricks

with a modern gaming console and the situation would be the same. This is why there must

be more than a material object to make something a game. Putting it simply, there has to be

something that can inform a person situated in a context that the system one is looking at is a

game, and instruct him or her concerning what kind of behaviour the system expects from

him/her, even when a particular object does not have to be associated with a game. Translat-

ing this into Latour’s terms (2005, p. 53), there must be an ideomorphic actor – a thought –

relating to the user via the material non-human – a physical game. This ideomorph may be a

ludic method, a ludic metaphor or a ludic attribute. These three are the core elements of gami'ca-

tion – they are the elements which, when introduced into a non-game context, “contaminate”

it with game-like features. These three aspects of gami'cation appear in certain non-game

contexts in di>erent proportions, and gradually turn a particular system into a gami'ed one.

If one wanted to describe gamification as the penetration of our society with
methods, metaphors, values and attributes of games—as I suggest here—then
ludification would be the infiltration of society with play-related aspects, i.e.
methods, metaphors and attributes of play (Fuchs, 2012).
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Going along Latour’s lines, I would have to say that a system is gami'ed when it includes both

physical (material interface) and ideomorphic (the meanings of signs addressing the game-

like character of the system: ludic methods, metaphors and attributes) non-human actors. By

“system” I understand a collective (Latour, 2009, 2004) of humans and non-humans who are

related within a particular situation, like a restaurant with its guests, cooks, waiters, building,

co>ee machine and everything else that is relevant.

I follow Fuchs’ notion, and this is why in the following paragraphs I try to reconstruct his un -

derstanding of ludic methods, metaphors and attributes to set the basic criteria, which will al -

low me to call certain systems gami'ed and discuss the di>erences between particular cases.

A ludic method is a rule set of behaviour containing criteria of success within a particular sys -

tem. It can be, for example, a time-limited “2 for 1 deal” in a restaurant: when one buys a bur-

ger before a speci'ed time, he or she gets two for the price of one. This system contains pre -

cise rules of success. If one follows them, he or she can win, where winning is understood as

making use of a bargain. Fuchs would probably call this system gami'ed, even though there

would be no visual or rhetorical (ludic attribute or metaphor) allusions to games.

To describe such situations Fuchs introduces two terms relating to the ways in which particu -

lar ideomorhps can inform players about the other non-humans and make players treat these

non-humans as games. A ludic metaphor is a “'gure of speech that is built upon connotations

to the semantic 'eld of games and play” (Fuchs, 2012). A ludic attribute is a visual or auditory

allusion to games, such as a graphical pattern resembling a roulette table, card colours, poker

chips, the sound of shuPing the deck, etc. Both ludic metaphors and attributes adhere to

games di>erently than ludic methods – they do not set any rules of success in a system; they

rather link to games through allusions, quotes or resemblance, placing a person in a game-

like situation through connotation. This kind of gami'cation requires a human to be able to

recognise the signs and associate them with games. A ludic method does not need one to meet

this requirement; the requirement is comprehension and following the rules even without

understanding that it is an allusion to games. 

The proportions between employment of ludic methods, metaphors and attributes in certain

cases of gami'cation will be a visible sign of the type of gami'cation which is employed in a

particular system. When a system employs certain attributes and metaphors, saying that by

proceeding according to the rules, a person will earn experience points and level up, or by using

icons of dice, cards or a board – it is stating clearly that it is trying to gamify the user ’s beha-

viour – the ideomorphic actor (Latour, 2005, p. 53) screams that it comes from the world of

games and is quite di.cult to miss. When the system does not include such explicitly game-

related actors, the association with games may be more obscure, although the strongest part

of the gami'cation – the method – may still be there.
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Methods on the one hand, and metaphors and attributes on the other, add some features to

the systems in which they are implemented. These features vary, but on the basic level they

include didacticism. When there are rewards and rules, there is a strong message, which

makes some decisions made by a user appear positive and others negative. These criteria of

success, a part of the ludic method, establish certain ideologies of particular examples of

gami'cation. At the same time methods and attributes inform a user that he or she should be -

have as if he or she were taking part in a game. This is the way some kind of ideology is intro -

duced into the system and communicated to the user.

Tracing ideology in/of gami=cation 

What does it mean for there to be an ideology of/in gami'cation? How can a piece of software

have an ideology?

Wendy Hui Kyong Chun (2005) answers this question in the context of the distinction between

software and hardware. She compares software to ideology (calling it a “functional analog”)

because software is what obscures the hardware. She follows Althusser ’s (1971) thought about

ideology as a representation of the imaginary relation of individuals to their real conditions of

existence.  She says that there is almost no unobscured relation between a human and a di-

gital machine. There is almost always an intermediary – the software.

Software, or perhaps more precisely operating systems, offers us an imagin -
ary relationship to our hardware: they do not represent transistors but rather
desktops and recycling bins. Software produces ‘users’. Without OS there
would be no access to hardware; without OS no actions, no practices, and thus
no users (Chun, 2005).

Even professional programming, so di>erent from everyday practices of non-technical users

of modern computers, when conducted in the environment of modern, high-level program -

ming languages, is conducted away from the machine itself. It happens on the level of soft -

ware – operating system, interpreter, compiler, even a text editor. A programmer has to use

editors and other programs to create new software. Even he or she, a professional, technical

worker whose job is to give orders to the machines, is kept away from the hardware and has to

make use of numerous intermediaries.

This situation, according to Chun (2005), is very di>erent from that in the early days of com-

puters. Before high-level programming languages were developed and popularised, program-

mers had to delve into the materiality of the hardware – cables, transistors, punched cards –

and program particular machines through a physical e>ort. Programmers back then did actu-

ally touch the computers.

Higher-level programming languages, unlike assembly language, explode
one’s instructions and enable one to forget the machine. They enable one to
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run a program on more than one machine—a property now assumed to be a
“natural” property of software. Direct programming led to a unique configur-
ation of cables; early machine language could be iterable but only on the same
machine—assuming, of course, no engineering faults or failures. (Chun, 2005)

Why is it so di>erent now? It is an e>ect of “democratisation”, which has obscured the materi-

ality of the computer in order to allow its “users” to separate themselves from thinking about

silicon, zeros and ones, logic gates and all the materiality of a machine. “Structured program-

ming (…) hides, and thus secures, the machine. Not surprisingly, having little or no contact

with the actual machine enhances one’s ability to think abstractly rather than numerically”

(Chun, 2005).

Alexander R. Galloway (2006) continues the discussion of software as a “functional analog” to

ideology. He treats the term “functional” as a term from computer science and discusses the

visuality of software, going deeper into the theory of images, engaging in a dialogue with

Chun’s text. But there is also a topic relevant to my theoretical approach. Galloway stresses

the di>erence between software and linguistic phenomena in terms of their a>ectiveness. He

states that “[s]oftware is algorithmically a>ective in ways that ideology never was” (Galloway,

2006).

An illocutionary speech act (Austin, Urmson, Sbisa, 1975) is one that causes a signi'cant

change in the social world. A classic example is a pronouncement of marriage. After it is done,

the social status of some human actors changes, as does their legal situation. On the other

hand, when a very similar (in terms of content) act is performed on a stage in a theatre,

everyone knows that it is not illocutionary. 

But what about software running on a digital machine? Is it able to make such a distinction? Is

it possible to turn an act of illocutionary speech into something without this causal force

through a simple change of context? When we consider virtual environment software, the an -

swer is yes. When a Python programmer runs software in a virtual environment, the pro -

gram’s actions may be strictly limited, and when one wants to terminate everything related

to that program, he or she can do so by deleting the virtualenv (Python Guide, 2014). A pro -

grammer can also mark particular lines of code as comments, which will not be interpreted

and executed by the machine (in Python mostly by adding hash – ‘#’). But still, as Galloway

says, agreeing with Katherine Hayles (2005), both situations are di>erent. A social, intersub-

jective context is not the same as one constituted by a virtual environment, which is imple -

mented arbitrarily by the developer of a particular piece of software. So there is an issue with

non-illocutionary speech when relating to a computer.

Galloway’s note considering the power of software versus the power of ideology is still relev-

ant to the discussion of the relation between gami'cation and ideology. It is time to tie the

threads created in this part of the text together and get back to the opening question: how
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can a piece of gami'cation have an ideology? The whole discussion reconstructed here ad-

dresses the issues of relations between users, programmers, software and hardware. How can

I put gami'cation software into this catalogue of classes?

A gami'cation application, for now no particular one, is an instance of software. It engages in

relations with users and hardware. Its relationship with the user is on the level of both cogni -

tion and the body. One does not only communicate with applications through the body, but

software does often create representations of users’ bodies. Particular cases of such applica-

tions will be discussed further, but let us stop here for a brief moment. When software creates

a representation of the user’s body and life, it treats it in the same way that ideology

(Althussser, 1971) treats living conditions. Therefore, a piece of software is a functional analog

to ideology, with all the consequences pointed out by Galloway and Chun. It obscures the

“hardware” of a human physical and social body, it creates a certain conception of its condi-

tion and it separates a human (understood as a self-aware mind) from his or her living condi-

tions, replacing them with the representation created within the software, and obfuscating

what is beneath it.

A piece of software, which we would call an instance of gami'cation, includes ludic methods,

metaphors or attributes. These are employed to tell the user what he or she should do in or -

der to transform his or her living conditions represented within the software. The internalisa -

tion of such an ideology built into a piece of software would be understood as the moment

when the representation generated by software replaces the previous representation used to

perceive the living conditions of a particular human. This is when the algorithmical logic of

the gami'ed system synchronises with a human’s own logic.

The core element of a ludic method is the criteria of success. A game has to specify the condi-

tions under which a particular player wins the game. These have to be precise and include

some instructions which a player should follow in order to achieve success. This mechanism

of receiving instructions and engaging in gami'cation can be represented as an algorithm

written as a computer program. On a basic level, such a program should include conditional

statements and some variables storing the data.

Such a program, written in Python, should look more or less like this:

User_food = 0;
User_food = int(raw_input(‘How much did you eat today? (kcal)’))
If user_food < 2000:
print ‘Success!’

else:
print ‘Better luck next time’

This particular program asks its user about how many calories he or she has eaten that day.

Having got the answer, it checks if it is less than 2000. When it is, it prints „Success!”. When it

is not, it prints “Better luck next time”.
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This program, when looped, would be a minimal example of gami'cation of life using a ludic

method. It would introduce speci'c criteria of success and check them, giving its user simple

feedback about his or her success or failure. The moment when one started preventing one-

self from eating too much because of the fear that he or she might get negative feedback from

the program would be the moment at which I would locate the internalisation of the ideology

of gami'cation.

In the next part of the text I discuss three di>erent examples of gami'cation of life to show

how gami'cation is introduced into non-game-like systems. I present particular applications

of di>erent parts of gami'cation – ludic methods, metaphors and attributes – to sketch the

background for the main case discussed in this chapter, which is HabitRPG.

Three background cases

The following examples show di>erent types of gami'cation. The accent is put on employ -

ment of ludic methods, metaphors and attributes in particular cases. These examples serve as

background for HabitRPG, which is discussed in the last part of the chapter.

iKamasutra

iKamasutra is an application developed for mobile devices which allows heterosexual couples

to gamify their sex lives.
1

 The core functionality of this application is a catalogue of sexual po-

sitions which the user can browse through, marking particular positions as “done”, “to-do” or

“favorite”. The application counts the number of positions marked as “done” and gives its user

feedback about how well he or she has mastered kama sutra. Kama sutra is understood here as a

diverse sex life, only loosely connected to the ancient Hindu text. The numerical representa -

tion of diversity is a percentage of positions marked as “done”. The criteria of success in

iKamasutra, which are necessary to establish a ludic method, are therefore very simple: the

more positions you try out, the more you become a master of kama sutra.

Other functionality included within the application is a randomiser that allows users to

choose positions randomly from the catalogue. This process is not entirely random: the user

can determine the basic characteristics of the positions he or she wants to 'nd. Variables in-

clude intimacy, complexity and required strength. This functionality resembles advanced set -

tings for search engines, but it is also well prepared for being used in a sleeping room envir-

onment – the user must set the speci'cations and then shake the device. The application will

respond to this gesture, displaying a proposition:

1  Non-hetersexual positions are not included in the catalogue.
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Shake it, baby. You’ll like it. 
· Ask your partner to shake the iPhone to choose a random new position. 
· Swipe left or right to view the next position. 
(iTunes, 2015)

As additional services, iKamasutra o>ers functionalities based on references to popular cul-

ture. The user can go through a 'lm catalogue, choose one of the records and see which posi-

tions were used by the characters of a chosen movie. The other functionality – “places” – al-

lows users to check the types of places where they have had sex. The social-media integration

features include exporting data to Facebook and Twitter, and also e-mail. One can send

someone else a message including one of the positions from the app ’s catalogue, supposedly

as a suggestion. The iKamasutra’s press kit describes this feature with a catchy tagline: “Email

is now foreplay” (iKamasutra, 2015).

iKamasutra does not employ ludic metaphors or attributes. It does not resemble a game at all,

except for this peculiar status bar representing the progress in “catching them all”. 

Endomondo

“Free your endorphines” (endomondo.com) is the tagline for Endomondo, a system for gamify-

ing being 't. The system includes applications for mobile devices and a website accessible by

a desktop computer or laptop. The basic functionality of Endomondo is tracking sporting activ-

ity – running, biking, swimming, yoga, tennis and many more. Activity is traced by two types

of input: data gathered by a mobile device using GPS technology and user declarations posted

through a website.

The data gathered this way is processed and turned into feedback. One can see his or her his -

tory, look at the graphs, or take part in a challenge posted by someone else: either a person or

a company. Companies post their challenges on Endomondo as commercials tailored for a so-

cial-media environment. Their challenges are competitions: the person who does the most

running or swimming in a given time wins the prize, such as headphones or some sport

equipment. These challenges are heavily branded.

Another kind of feedback is the calorie burning statistics, which are calculated to represent

the number of hamburgers burnt during the workout. One can also compare the distance he

or she has beaten during the trainings to travelling around the world or to the moon and

back.

The curious part of Endomondo’s technology is an option to turn a smartphone into a digital

coach. The device may be enabled to measure the user’s speed, pulse and time, and then mo -

tivate its user, via voice, to try harder.
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The video demo posted on Endomondo’s main webpage explains that the application’s purpose

is to turn sport into fun. It does this by motivating users to try harder and be happy with the

results. The ludic method here is not as simple as in iKamasutra’s case. The previous applica-

tion stated it clearly: you have to get 100%. Endomondo does not do that. It says: you should be

't and we will help you to be more motivated to try harder; this is the way for you to be

happy. But it is the user who decides what his or her goals are and whether or not he or she

wants to take part in a particular challenge. The motivation comes from competition with

other users, but it is open-ended. There is no way to reach 100% here in Endomondo. The

method is here more for motivation to cultivate one ’s own endorphines. At the same time

there are no metaphors or attributes employed, at least not within the main interface of the

application.

Life is a Game

Oliver Emberton’s tutorial for life (Emberton, 2014) is an illustrated text, not an interactive

application. It explains how one should live. “Life is a game of strategy”, it states clearly. To

succeed, one has to allocate resources e>ectively.

Emberton’s guide divides life into three stages: “young” and “adult” are discussed together,

while “later life” is what comes next. This is when all the e>ort should pay o>. “Your past de -

cisions drastically shape where you end up, and if you’re happy, healthy, ful'lled – or not – in

your 'nal days there’s far less you can do about it” (Emberton, 2014).

During the 'rst two phases one has to proceed in life, gathering necessary skills and experi -

ence. Not all of these are available at the beginning of life. Some get unlocked after a “liver”

(that is to say, a person playing a game called “life”) meets some prerequisites. The “young”

phase is crucial for later success. “You’ll never have so much time and energy again”, says Em-

berton’s tutorial. The only thing one has to do is to assign time as e>ectively as possible. The

other demon, beside time, that one has to bend to one ’s own will is one’s body. The body does

not always obey the orders given by the brain. We are assured that “This is not a bug”. Every-

one has it sometimes.

Later in the game money comes into the equation. It also has to be managed. A “liver” can de-

cide whether he or she wants to start his or her own business and get rich or take up a “low-

stress strategy” with some savings “for a rainy day” and a simple life.

What is the most interesting about Life is a Game is how it lays out micro-management of

everyday tasks conducted in order to achieve speci'ed goals. A liver is described via a set of

characteristics resembling those from role-playing games: health, energy and willpower. “If

your state gets too low in one area, your body will disobey your own instructions until your

needs are met” (Emberton, 2014). Willpower is crucial for beating tasks your body does not
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want to undertake. When you know that you have to do something of that sort, try to boost

your willpower the day before. Having done that, you will be prepared to 'ght the demon of

your own body after a good night’s sleep. This is the bottom line and the criteria of success:

you have to gather the resources necessary and then use them wisely. It is like a 4X video -

game: build your economy, build an army and go and conquer. But there is also some random -

ness included:

• you are born as a random gender and in a random place, but you can manage

that by moving to another place;

• the further you go into the game, the more often random events occur, like

when your child needs his or her diaper changed.

Even bearing this slight randomness in mind, one can make decisions based on the rule set ex-

plained in the tutorial.

Besides the ludic method, there is also the level of ludic metaphors and attributes. Their em-

ployment makes allusion to the distinguishable graphic style of contemporary pixelesque in -

die-games (Fez, Spelunky, Superbrothers: Sword & Sorcery), which refer to older, classic games

from the 8-bit era (Super Mario Bros., The Legend of Zelda, Final Fantasy). This particular choice of

graphic style makes the player’s representation – a pixelesque avatar – very distant. It is like a

character from an old-school videogame or a cartoon character. Simpli'cation is suggested

strongly, and resonates perfectly with the simplifying tendencies of the whole tutorial. In Life

is a Game (Emberton, 2014), ludic attributes tune perfectly with the method.

The main case: HabitRPG

The main case discussed in this text is HabitRPG (http://habitrpg.com). It was chosen because,

at 'rst sight, it does not include any particular ideology. It does not, by default, try to per-

suade you to do anything particular, be it running, working e.ciently or maintaining a

healthy diet. It seems to be all about “managing yourself however you like”. 

Gami=cation at its purest

On January 2011 Tyler Renelle started a successful Kickstarter (Kickstarter, 2015) campaign to

raise funds for development of software he had written, called HabitRPG. Its tagline at that

time said that HabitRPG was a “Habit tracker app which treats your goals like a Role Playing

Game”. Currently, the project’s Wikia (Welcome, 2014) describes it as “a habit building pro-

gram that treats your life like a Role Playing Game”.
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HabitRPG is called a program, not an application or a game. This is because it is not a single

app – it is a framework one can use to create his or her own game. This is why I chose it as the

main case for this text. At 'rst glance, HabitRPG does not include any particular ideology. It is

not single-purpose, like Endomondo or iKamasutra. It does not even try to persuade its users to

allocate resources properly. It is about building good habits. But is that all? In this part of the

text I will try to show that it is so much more. 

The basic functions of the system allow a user to add Habits (2014), Dailies (2014), To-Dos

(2014) and Rewards (2014). The 'rst category is for positive or negative habits a user wants to

build or break. These can be everything, examples would be smoking,  washing the dishes or

reading books. The user decides which habits he or she wants to build or leave behind.

HabitRPG is a framework for making one’s own gami'cation of life, so the suggestions for

habits delivered by the developers are there just as examples: the system does suggest delet -

ing them and replacing them with one’s own.

“Dailies” is a category for things (habits) the user wants to do every day. He or she is rewarded

for doing them daily. What they are is up to the user. He or she can include jogging, cooking,

feeding an animal or whatever he or she wishes.

To-dos are things to be done. The user can determine the date by which particular things

have to be done or just leave them without any deadline. When one completes his or her to-

do, there is a great reward. By completing dailies, positive habits and to-dos, the user’s avatar

gains experience points and money. Experience lets him or her level up, increase characterist -

ics and become stronger. The avatars can engage in 'ghts against virtual obstacles inspired by

MMORPGs. Gold can be spent both on equipment (swords, helmets, shields, armour, etc.) and

rewards con'gured by the user, such as “watching an episode of X-�les” or “eating out”.

Upon levelling up and acquiring gear, the user’s character becomes prepared for taking part

in quests. There are two types of quests:

In collection quests, players are able to collect special drops, which count to -
ward a party-wide total goal. In boss battles, party members deal damage to
an enemy by completing tasks, and take damage for the uncompleted dailies
of all quest participants, not just their own. (Quests, 2014)

Teams called “parties” can undertake quests. Every user can create his or her own party, invite

friends to join, and 'ght obstacles together. Succeeding in quests requires cooperation – there

is collective responsibility both for failures and successes (losing health points, earning re-

wards in money, experience and items). The user’s party is also visible in the top bar of the

webapp. One can see other friends’ progress, look at their items or characteristics and see the

pets they have gathered, hatched and raised to mounts.
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The characters in HabitRPG – the representations of users – are simpli'ed versions of those

from MMORPGs. They are described with levels (starting from 1), experience (at every level

one needs more to increase his or her level), mana (spent to cast spells), characteristics

(strength, constitution, perception and intelligence) and classes (Warrior, Rogue, Cleric,

Mage) (Class system, 2014). These characteristics in@uence the reward system and are import-

ant during quests. For example, a character who is a Mage (Mage, 2014) can cast spells, which

can damage bosses, recover his or her party members’ Mana, or bu> his or her party’s Intelli-

gence.

But even though there are mechanics similar to MMORPGs (with statistical chances of success

or failure, healing, bu>s and critical strikes), the core component of task resolution in

HabitRPG is still the user’s sincerity about his or her behaviour AFK.
2

 He or she is the only one

who can mark particular things on his or her list as done. There are no peripherals enabled to

verify these declarations, while sometimes they are employed in other cases of gami'cation,

like in Endomondo, which was discussed earlier (a mobile device is a tracker which feeds data

about the user’s activity to the app).

Quests are not the only segment of the software that aims to motivate the user using signals

from other users. There are also challenges, which are published in the social part of the pro -

gram. Users can set their own challenges and o>er rewards to other competitors, which are

given on the basis of their achievements. There are also guilds – groups dedicated to users

with common interests, hobbies, or professions (for example there is one for social research-

ers). They o>er the basic functionalities of forums, but also serve as platforms for distributing

challenges. 

HabitRPG uses all three techniques of gami'cation enumerated by Mathias Fuchs (2012): ludic

method, ludic metaphors and ludic attributes. There is a 'xed system of rewards, represented

in levelling up, earning money and getting items. There are also clear rules of failure: the user

loses health points when he or she fails to complete his or her dailies or when he or she can-

not stop following bad habits. Even though the user de'nes all the dailies, habits and to-dos,

the system still provides him or her with criteria of success and mechanisms for resolving

con@icts. Every aspect of HabitRPG is in'ltrated by ludic attributes. The visual material

provides allusions to videogames. It is all colourful pixel art similar to modern indie-games

and to Life is a Game (discussed in the previous subchapter). This allusion introduces a feel of

fun and simpli'cation, which resonates with ludic method as in the case of Emberton ’s guide

(2014). HabitRPG does not obscure the fact that it gami'es life; rather, it is evident, unlike in

the cases of Endomondo or iKamasutra.

2  AFK – away from keyboard. 
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Synchronizing HabitRPG

HabitRPG is open-source software, which means that anyone can use its code and adjust it to

their needs. But it is also community-driven, which means that users can contribute to the

development of the program, including by discussing ideas about further development of the

software. They do it through a forum. One of the contributors, “Lyttol”, suggests that the sys-

tem does not punish him strongly enough for not keeping up with his to-dos:

I agree, I'm a newish user so perhaps I don't "get" it yet, but at the moment
my movement seems to be fairly one directional, ie more XP. I rarely lose
health, mainly because I'm not a naturally punitive character type, and the
plenty of carrots works well, but I do feel that it would be good if I was pun -
ished for languishing todos, I like the idea of adding greyed out to dos as
placeholders, but once activated, they start to hurt if not completed.
– Lyttol

Lyttol suggests that a more punitive system should be introduced into HabitRPG. He or she

(forum does not provide data about gender) declares a need for greater punishment for failing

to make progress in his to-dos. The system of rewards for to-dos gives bigger rewards for com-

pleting the tasks marked as red. The colour indicates that this particular to-do was added a

long time ago and its completion has been delayed severely. The longer the user delays com -

pleting the task, the greater the reward he or she gets when he or she 'nally ticks it o>.

One of the contributors to the forum found his own way to adjust the system to his character:

I've started deleting to-dos and re-entering them before I check them off be -
cause I feel guilty about getting 50 XP from, say, changing a dead battery.
– Waldere

Waldere had a similar problem, but found an easy DIY solution. He modi'ed the system

without changing its code. When he 'nishes a delayed task, he does not tick it o>, but deletes

it and adds a new one, and marks this one as done. This way he avoids getting big rewards for

completing delayed tasks. The o.cial HabitRPG’s Wikia webpage explains the logic behind this

contested algorithm:

The reasoning behind doing it this way is this: If To-Dos diminished in value
as they aged, then you would want to do the ones that were red even less, be-
cause they wouldn't be worth much after a certain point. Consequently, there
would be less point to doing anything you hadn't done right away. With the
current system, you have a greater incentive to eventually get around to do-
ing the older To-Dos, especially for things that cannot be done quickly or eas -
ily, such as long term goals that take a lot of effort.  
"Instant" To-Dos (ones you put on your list only to check them off immedi-
ately) may seem to have the lowest value initially, but they also provide an
immediate experience, gold, and mana return, which can bring you closer to
something you want to buy or an extra spell cast on that day, instead of delib -
erately waiting for a To-Do to turn red. (To-dos, 2014)
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The reasoning presented in this entry suggests that it is all about motivation. The point is to

get things done, not to get punished for not completing the tasks.

The discussion presented here suggests that at least some users of HabitRPG want to synchron-

ise the system with their ideas about how they should live. They try to make it as motivating

as it can be and make the logic of the system as close to the logic of their lives as possible.

There is another part of HabitRPG which suggests such behaviour. Upon reaching level 10, a

player can, while levelling up, assign points earned to attributes (strength, perception, condi -

tion, intelligence). There is a function available which allows the user to to decide which

habits, to-dos and dailies fall within the scope of the attributes. Having done so, we can tick

an option, which will automatically level up our attributes in a manner dependent on which

tasks we complete more regularly. If we assign strength to daily jogging, then when we jog, we

will earn points in strength.

The whole point of gami'cation understood in this manner is to tune it with the expected tra-

jectory of one’s life. 

Hand in hand with neuroscience – habit programming

One of the books HabitRPG’s o.cial Wikia enumerates on its page entitled “Books that can

help” (2014) is Charles Duhigg’s The Power of Habit (2012). The core concept of Duhigg’s book,

“the habit loop”, has a dedicated page within HabitRPG’s o.cial Wikia (The Habit Loop, 2014).

This particular book seems to have been an important factor in shaping HabitRPG. The discov-

eries of neuroscience which are presented in this popular science book are perfectly traceable

in how HabitRPG works.

Duhigg’s book explains from a neurological point of view how habits drive people’s actions. 

Most of the choices we make each day may feel like the products of well-con-
sidered decision making, but they’re not. They’re habits. (Duhigg, 20123)

To illustrate this thesis Duhigg tells stories of people whom neuroscientists researched in or-

der to understand how human brains work. Some of the had undergone radical self-changes.

Some created commercials for basic home supplies so that they 't in with the daily habits of

the customers. Others experienced severe brain injuries (Eugene Pauly) but still, even with

malfunctioning short-term memory, managed to almost unconsciously complete daily tasks.

3  Numbers of particular pages including given quotations are unavailable, because the
version of the book used for the purpose of this paper was a .mobi e-book, which lacks
fixed division into pages.
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The conclusions of the 'rst part of Duhigg’s book are simple: “We now know why habits

emerge, how they change, and the science behind their mechanics. We know how to break

them into parts and rebuild them to our speci'cations” (Duhigg, 2012).

HabitRPG seems to be a practical embodiment of the methods described by Duhigg. Let us take

a closer look at what Duhigg calls, while telling a story of discoveries in the 'eld of neuros-

cience, a “habit loop”.

He claims that there is a part of the brain which stores habits. When particular procedures are

practiced often, they travel from the consciousness to the basal ganglia. When they arrive,

they become habits. To perform actions which are habitual, the brain does not need to work

so hard – it can save some e>ort. This principle is illustrated by the example of rats running

repeatedly through a maze: “as the route became more and more automatic, each rat started

thinking less and less” (Duhigg, 2012, part I, chapt. I). Duhigg explains that this process of

turning actions into habits is related to energy e.ciency developed during the evolution of

animals.

Habits, scientists say, emerge because the brain is constantly looking for ways
to save effort. Left to its own devices, the brain will try to make almost any
routine into a habit, because habits allow our minds to ramp down more of-
ten. This effort-saving instinct is a huge advantage. An efficient brain requires
less room, which makes for a smaller head, which makes childbirth easier and
therefore causes fewer infant and mother deaths. An efficient brain also al-
lows us to stop thinking constantly about basic behaviors, such as walking and
choosing what to eat, so we can devote mental energy to inventing spears, ir -
rigation systems, and, eventually, airplanes and video games (Duhigg, 2012).

With this in mind, habits emerge as extremely positive. They can override consciousness,

which is the source of most of the trouble – fear, laziness, apathy etc. So how can one build his

or her own habits? 

This process within our brains is a three-step loop. First, there is a cue, a trig -
ger that tells your brain to go into automatic mode and which habit to use.
Then there is the routine, which can be physical or mental or emotional. Fi -
nally, there is a reward, which helps your brain figure out if this particular
loop is worth remembering for the future (…). Over time, this loop—cue,
routine, reward; cue, routine, reward—becomes more and more automatic
(Duhigg, 2012).

And this is also how HabitRPG works, at least in terms of rewards given for following self-

de'ned routines. To put it simply, it gives us a piece of cheese for getting to the end of the

maze, and 'nally, through repetition, turns it into a habit. Having done so, it saves our energy

and lets us complete the tasks that previously were annoying or di.cult regularly and with
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ease. A habit loop is like a ludic method in a continuous loop – do what the game wants and

you will earn a reward. Do it daily or at least regularly, and this particular routine will become

your habit. And your life will be better.

I dare not dwell on discussion as to whether or not a human brain does actually work this way.

I am no expert in the 'eld of neuroscience. I treat Duhigg ’s book and its contents as an actor

in the network of the developers of HabitRPG and something like an ideological manifesto or a

theory instructing their decisions.

In the next, 'nal subchapter, I will tie all the strings together and draw my conclusions.

Do we really want to program our brains?

At the beginning of this chapter I presented a simple program code, which was something like

a minimal ludic method. It included a single conditional statement and a pair: reward and

punishment, given for obeying or disobeying the rule. In my example it was about eating less

than 2000 kcal daily. Other cases of gami'cation presented in this chapter were concerned

with other aspects of life: sex, health (or wellness) and career. They employed ludic meta-

phors and attributes di>erently, but they all included ludic methods, even though in the case

of Life is a Game (Emberton, 2014) the feedback was not automatic (there is no computer tech -

nology included, just a manual). Both Endomondo and iKamasutra gave rewards for doing some-

thing that the developers decided was important or healthy. In the case of HabitRPG it is dif-

ferent. There is no particular aspect of life which is gami'ed. It is all about building habits, re-

gardless of what they are. One could even use HabitRPG to build habits which are widely seen

as unhealthy or bad (smoking, eating fast foods, spitting at people in the streets). And this is

why I see HabitRPG as a case of gami'cation in its purest form. It is a complete set of tools for

gamifying your life in whichever way you choose.

Going along the lines of Chun’s (2005) description of software as ideology, I would dare to say

that gami'cation is a piece of ideological software which obscures not only hardware, but also

life itself. It creates a representation of the gami'ed subject and serves as an intermediary

between a brain and a body. It can inform a subject about its social status, health, and pro-

ductiveness and reward him or her for behaving as the program wants him or her to behave.

A gami'ed human is a human with a program installed in his mind. And gami'cation is pro-

gramming humans, so that they proceed along the lines of an algorithm.
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Lev Manovich writes that such a situation is “the general principle of new media: the projec-

tion of the ontology of a computer onto culture itself ” (Manovich, 1999). This makes gami'ca-

tion a perfect case for thinking about the human-machine relations within the collective (La -

tour, 2009).
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